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Phoenix Contact
Implements HVAC COVID-19
Compliance Project

Construction Has
Commenced At
Cumberland
Crossing

In an effort to provide a safer heating and cooling
environment for the employees at the Phoenix
Contact USA headquarters, executives at Phoenix
Contact approved an initiative to remove the outdated
infrastructure to coincide with the pandemic of
2020.

Gatter & Diehl was
honored to attend the
ground breaking
ceremony for Cumberland
Crossing’s newest project
which is centered on
implementing numerous
state-of-the-art cottages to
their luxurious campus.
We are engineering the
cottages with sophisticated
alternative and clean
energy systems for
maximum comfortability
and controllability which
will lead to a healthier and
safer environment for the
betterment of Cumberland
Crossing’s residents.

After determining that the HVAC and corresponding
piping and ductwork did not provide the outside air
and filter properties for virus control within an
indoor space, our team of engineers provided a
solution to Phoenix Contact that included the
installation of a new roof top unit and complete VAV
heating and cooling system with the controls being
integrated into the Building Automation System. This
project exemplified an energy efficient solution with
a cost effective plan, all in accordance with keeping
the employees at Phoenix Contact as safe and healthy
as possible.
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Bedford Elementary
Infrastructure Project Bid Is
Approved
Upon approval from the Bedford
Area School District (BASD), the
renovation project at the Bedford
Area Elementary School will
proceed as planned with a
complete restructure of the MEP
systems.
In coordination with the architect
and construction teams, our
engineers are responsible for the
removal of the outdated MEP
systems with a modernized and
advanced infrastructure. This
extensive project affects over
115,000 sq. ft. of space and will
enhance the school’s educational
environment and development,
further reinforcing the BASD’s
initiative of a state-of-the-art
school system.
For More Information, Visit Our Website:
www.gatterdiehl.com
For Project Updates and Other Company News,
Follow Us On Facebook/LinkedIn: @Gatterdiehl

Gatter & Diehl Swings Away at
President’s Invitational
We were teeing it high and letting it fly at the
prestigious Omni Bedford Springs Golf Course for
the 15th annual Junior Achievement of Western PA
Presidents’ Invitational golf tournament. It was a
great honor to sponsor the event, and we were
proud to have Noelker and Hull Associates join
our team for a great day of golf and fellowship.
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